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5 Posizioni indicati 

Louisiana Frankfurt 

"American Life!"

With outlets across Germany, Louisiana is a trusted name when it comes

to replicating the American laid back style, right from the ambiance to the

food served. Experience a typical American pub life in the heart of

Frankfurt at Louisiana. A refreshing menu of Cajun Fries, Creole soup,

nachos, fried chicken and shrimp are on offer to complement your beer

and wine. On Mondays this place offers happy hours through the night,

visit it then to kick start your week with some vibrancy. Louisiana is an

ideal place that homesick Americans can throng to.

 +49 69 5979 9500  frankfurt@louisiana.de  Eschenheimer Anlage 40, Francoforte

 by Lindsey Gira   

Roomers Bar 

"Bar with Class"

A dash of sophistication with undertones of glamor make Roomers one of

the top nightlife destinations in Frankfurt. Here, drinking is a pricey affair

with handcrafted spirits and wines from around the world. Sensual and

dark interiors with the velvet banquets, edgy chandeliers and the sleek

polished bar make for an intimate venue to spend leisurely evenings. The

regular bar fare and stellar service are in place to complement your drinks.

Be prepared to be floored!

 +49 69 271 3420  www.roomers.eu/  info@roomers.eu  Gutleutstraße 85, Roomers,

Francoforte

 by Wojtek Szkutnik   

Weinbar Piccolo 

"Choose Your Wine!"

After a hard day at work, few places are as soothing as Weinbar Piccolo,

where there is always a fantastic glass of wine awaiting you. Servers

lecturing you about the qualities of every wine on the menu is not this

bar's style; the fact that every variety has its own charm is implicit, and

patrons are encouraged to make their own choices by putting the wines to

the ultimate test: that of taste. You can choose from among reds and

whites from Italy and Germany, which are accompanied by a menu of

snacks.

 +49 69 9441 1277  www.weinbar-piccolo.de/  atecffm@arcor.de  Bornheimer Landstraße 56,

Francoforte

 by Marler   

Yours Sports Bar 

"Sports Bar Craze!"

The shouts and chants coming from Yours Sports Bar in Frankfurt are

heard well outside the bar premises, and no one can really blame them

when the most sporty crowd of Frankfurt gathers here all the time. A loud,

boisterous environment infected with a feisty enthusiasm and a killer

booze list is bound to be busy frequently. Pop a visit on one of the 'All you

can Eat' days and enjoy a hearty Sunday brunch as well. A good ole-
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American assortment of crepes, pancakes, waffles, pastries, sausages and

salads will have the manliest of men salivating

 +49 69 4059 0052  www.yours-

bars.de/sports_bar_ffm/index.htm

 Berger Straße 111, Francoforte
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